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A Primer on the Dark Forces—for Halloween
Most people innocently celebrate Halloween as a time to dress up as
imaginary characters, and to have a fun time with their children.
Creeping into these festivities are intimations of supernatural and evil
entities that lurk just beneath the surface of civilization, in a repository
of all that is evil in humanity.
There is such a place on the Subtle Realm: It is called the Lower Astral
Plane.
In keeping with the theme of Halloween, our webinar today will
portray the realms of those who fall off the Path into the Lower Worlds.
We will also trace the wellsprings of human evil back to some of the
Occult Hierarchy’s “projects,” and the subtle mental forces that draw
men to fall under the hypnotic spell of the Lower Astral.

The Lower Worlds
The Lower Worlds are a series of locked Planes, cut off from the Path.
This darkness covers the
1. The mandala of the five coverings (Kosas) – discovery of the
eternal harmony of the Soul Spark
2. The world of fear – torment by phobias, anxiety, self doubt,
and self criticism
3. Physical torment – a variety of genetic and physiological
conditions that make functioning difficult or impossible
4. Madness – the separation from the law, yielding cognitive
distortion, emotional dysregulation, and conative disempowerment
5. Frustrated Ghosts – separation from love and the object of
their desire
6. Hell – absorption in suffering
7. Demons – embodiment of evil
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Between the edge of the Plane of the Annamayakosa and the gate
of the Superconscious Mind at the edge of the personality, there is a
shadowy band referred to as the Lower Worlds. At the top of this
band, there is a black seed.
When all of the karma of this realm is worked through, this seed
dissolves, and one is united with the Soul Spark, and established in
the harmony of the Divine Law.
What establishes people in these realms?
The progressive darkening effect of karma can split off this dark
seed and establish one in a state of identity with one of the forms in
these lower realms. This occurs when the accretion of adharmic
(sinful) actions darkens all the way to the lowest level of the Subtle
Realm (seat of the Soul Spark). When the karmic cascade passes below
this point—“no further shalt thou go and yet be man”—it activates the
dark seed and one takes up residence, identified with one of the
forms of the Lower Realm.
An individual may undergo incarnations in which they are identified
with states in the lower worlds as a result of adharmic action in past
lives; in this case, they undergo lives of retribution or purgation.
If an individual commits no more sinful actions that resulted in this
darkening of consciousness, the karmic fires of transmutation will
remove someone from these Lower Realms, after the karmic sentence
is fully executed.
An individual may fall into these realms by
 A single heinous adharmic action
 A sustained pattern of adharmic action over a long period of
time
 Sustained use of consciousness-darkening substances (drugs or
poisons)
 Being subjected to unrelenting torture and abuse at the hands of
demonic individuals, and converting to their mindset
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The three forces of Nature the Gunas express as the choice to (1) do
good dharmic actions (rajas), (2) to engage in spiritual activities that
bring about purification, atonement, and transformation (sattva), and (3)
to perform adharmic actions through ignorance or the influence of
others that bring about darkening of consciousness (tamas).
While some counterbalancing does occur from actions that accrue
merit (punya), this canceling effect has limited scope. The adoption of
transformational, spiritual modalities can dynamically transmute and
uproot these karmic accretions that darken consciousness.
Agencies that can act as sattvic or transformational influences
include:
 Reception of the Holy Spirit
 Light Immersion (also called Shaktipat or Divine Forgiveness of
sins)
 Bija mantra
 Kriya yoga
 Nada yoga
Some individuals fall into these Lower Worlds as a result of karma;
Divine Grace can extract them from these realms. But their surrender—
and turning away from evil—must be complete and total. They must
allow themselves to be completely re-made and guided in each moment
to follow the Will Divine.
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What are the Projects of the Occult Adepts?
When we study the Occult Hierarchy, and look at the work of the
Occult Adepts and higher Occult Initiates, we find that Occult Adepts of
certain degrees upon each of the Seven Rays are responsible for certain
“projects” that are carried out in humanity. Some of these projects seem
relatively benign; some bring great evil in their wake.
Each of these projects engages groups of Soul Sparks, who are carried
on its powerful magnetic thought forces to enact its commands and
suggestions. In some of these projects, the aim is to empower and
liberate the free will of Soul Sparks from the influences that attempt to
restrain their pleasure and their freedom; in other projects, certain
individuals may be raised to the heights of worldly power, and enabled
to rule over others with an iron fist.
We list these active Offices of Occult Hierarchy and their projects
below.
1st Ray
3°
The spread of fascism in the
bureaucratic stranglehold of democracy

world

to

counter

the

7°
The creation of fascination with bombs, knives, guns, and
explosive devices to prepare individuals for self-defense and
combat with those who invade their nation; development of
vigilante groups to destroy evil doers
11° Teaching of the art of generating psychic attack to immobilize
those who perpetrate evil against the disciples of the Occult
Adepts, members of the Occult Lodge, and those aspirants under
their protection
16° The Master of the 1st Ray Occult Mystery School, responsible
for teaching, guiding, and initiating those undergoing the first five
Occult Initiations on this Ray
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Occult Chohan – Responsible for translating the Soul Spark on the
1st Ray from the Lower Subtle to the Middle Subtle; oversees
development of the Soul Spark on this Ray through the entire
Middle Subtle; guardian of the thought forms in Modern
Technological Civilization (Subtle Social Subplane); supervisor of
progress through the Lower Astral Plane on the 1st Ray and
preparation to take initiation in the Occult Mystery School of that
Ray
2nd Ray
3°
The spread of pornography and prostitution in the world to
counter the sexual repression engendered by religion and the
suppression of legitimate sexual desires
9°
The spread of the underground press to provide those
involved in criminal or guerilla groups information that is needful
for the carrying out of their mission; this includes the development
of covert and secure internet sites to disseminate crucial
information for operations and recruitment of new workers; and
the facilitation of the release of secret and “classified” information
to reveal the truth to citizens about their government
12° The creation of advertising materials that subliminally
influence people to buy and propaganda material to ensure
government control over the masses under its dominion. This taps
into powerful drives of lust; greed; the quest for power and control
over others; the seeking of pleasure, comfort, and ecstasy; the
pursuit of fame and notoriety. It trains in the art of “spinning”
messages to the correct degree using targeted messaging to
overcome objections to buying products or voting for government
officials.
16° The Master of the 2nd Ray Occult Mystery School, responsible
for teaching, guiding, and initiating those undergoing the first five
Occult Initiations on this Ray
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Occult Chohan – Responsible for translating the Soul Spark on the
2nd Ray from the Lower Subtle to the Middle Subtle; oversees
development of the Soul Spark on this Ray through the entire
Middle Subtle; guardian of the thought forms of Greco-Roman
Civilization (Subtle Emotional Subplane); supervisor of progress
through the Lower Astral Plane on the 2nd Ray and preparation to
take initiation in the Occult Mystery School of that Ray
3rd Ray
3°
Responsible for disseminating the teachings of Islamic
Jihadist groups to ensure that the Koran’s moral code is strictly and
exactly obeyed; to destroy the evil doers that defile the true
interpretation of Islam; to root out those who rule as puppets of
the evil, imperialistic western powers, who see to corrupt their
people in the name of capitalism; to strike back to the capitalist
and imperial infidels who defile the lands of Islam and to restore
the caliphate to its former glory
8°
Responsible for instituting black markets for goods that
people desire but are restricted by existing governments; inspires
the use of bribes and inducements to augment the salaries of those
who are exploited by their employers with inadequate wages
12° Responsible for inspiring workers to relax and not overwork
themselves under their greedy, capitalist bosses who exploit their
labor; encourages taking fair share of products or supplies to
supplement their inadequate wages; and to doctor records to
ensure the appearance of compliance with impossible and stupid
bureaucratic requirements
14° Responsible for rooting out superstitions in China; Tibetan
Buddhism, when hypnotizes its followers and keeps them
suppressed under a feudal religious government; replaces its
leaders with modern leaders, who will guide people in the true
principles of Chinese communism and the true, enlightening and
liberating teachings of Chairmen Mao.
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16° The Master of the 3rd Ray Occult Mystery School, responsible
for teaching, guiding, and initiating those who are undergoing the
first five Occult Initiations on this Ray
Occult Chohan – Responsible for translating the Soul Spark on the
3rd Ray from the Lower Subtle to the Middle Subtle; oversees
development of the Soul Spark on this Ray through the entire
Middle Subtle; guardian of the thought forms of the Renaissance
and Medieval European and Scandinavian Civilization (Subtle
Intellectual Subplane); supervisor of progress through the Lower
Astral Plane on the 3rd Ray and preparation to take initiation in the
Occult Mystery School of that Ray
4th Ray
5°
Responsible for overseeing the development of new martial
arts forms and the arts of combat and self-defense; instructs in the
secret and deadly powers of the 6th through 12th degree “black
belts” in the martial arts that bestow consummate mastery over the
life force (Chi)
8°
Responsible for uncovering, cataloging, disseminating, and
preserving the knowledge of herbal medicines and poisons drawn
from all continents, and used by traditional healing practitioners
throughout the world
13° Responsible for maintaining secrecy and privacy for the
aristocracy, celebrities, and those of substantial means; creation of
a network of exclusive access to goods and services outside the
normal mercantile establishment; protection of assets in secret
non-government-regulated, tax free havens; establishment of
“centers of exclusive access” (clubs, retreats, or lodges) where
business transactions can be conducted secretly
16° The Master of the 4th Ray Occult Mystery School, responsible
for teaching, guiding, and initiating those who are undergoing the
first five Occult Initiations on this Ray
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Occult Chohan - Responsible for translating the Soul Spark on the
4th Ray from the Lower Subtle to the Middle Subtle; oversees
development of the Soul Spark on this Ray through the entire
Middle Subtle; guardian of the thought forms of the Chinese
Civilization (Subtle Etheric Subplane); supervisor of progress
through the Lower Astral Plane on the 4th Ray and preparation to
take initiation in the Occult Mystery School of that Ray
5th Ray
4°
Responsible for the dissemination of violent, pornographic,
and fantasy video games, books, movies, and magazines to provide
entertainment and enjoyment for those who wish to have access to
material not sanctioned by the oppressive agencies of government
and religion; where prohibited, provides a black market for these
goods; inspires creation of these materials
6°
Inspires others to take up the magical arts and rituals;
disseminates information about the practices of stage magic, ritual
magic, and invocational magic; trains practitioners in the arts of
spell-making, incantations, and preparations of potions and
talismans; teaches about the properties of aromatic oils and
gemstones
11° Teaches the arts of gambling, and skillful investment in
stocks, bonds, mutual funds, and real estate; reveals the secret
“back doors” that enable people to evade regulatory and judicial
scrutiny that leads to the acquisition of great wealth; reveals
information before others have it to enable the exploitation of
opportunities for great profit
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14° Accrues information about the resources, armaments, assets,
and weaknesses of nations to exploit them and uncover their
secrets; establishes clandestine organizations for espionage and
surveillance; gathers intelligence through technology and through
secret agents and informants; establishes programs of government
secrecy and provides for the encryption and protection of sensitive
data; maintains records on “individuals of interest” and gathers
information about them; utilizes interrogation, and torture if
necessary, to extract information; provides protection for
government leaders
16° The Master of the 5th Ray Occult Mystery School, responsible
for teaching, guiding, and initiating those who are undergoing the
first five Occult Initiations on this Ray
Occult Chohan – Responsible for translating the Soul Spark on the
5th Ray from the Lower Subtle to the Middle Subtle; oversees
development of the Soul Spark on this Ray through the entire
Middle Subtle; guardian of the thought forms of the Mesopotamian,
Hebrew, and Egyptian Civilizations (Subtle Mental Subplane);
supervisor of progress through the Lower Astral Plane on the 5th
Ray and preparation to take initiation in the Occult Mystery School
of that Ray
6th Ray
3°
Ensures the availability of abortions to terminate pregnancy;
contraception to prevent it, and selection of children of specific
genders for eugenic purposes based on cultural preferences;
eliminates inferior and deformed individuals who drain the
resources of society; encourages the breeding of pure racial types
to invigorate the gene pool and to continually improve the
strength, beauty, and performance of individuals, and establishes
organizations to promote the purity of the races
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5°
Establishes beauty pageants, portraying the pulchritude and
talents of young women; establishes modeling agencies; develops
cosmetics to enhance the beauty of women; sets standards for
beauty and appearance; creates “the look,” which encourages men
and women to purchase clothing and accessories; inspires the
fashion industry
11° Inspires the celebration of sexual diversity and exploration of
the variety of sexual and sensual pleasure; advocates for the
marriage of homosexuals and promotes the gay lifestyle; provides
for the sexual needs of sadists, masochists, individuals with
fetishes,
bisexuals,
swingers,
promiscuous
heterosexuals,
adulterers, and other types of sexual diversity with sex toys,
special clothing, lubricants, and secluded venues where they can
satisfy their carnal desires; fights against prudery and oppressive
sexual morality
15° Promotes and protects the practice of “pagan” religions;
inspires the worship of the earth mother, Gaia, and views all pagan
religions as part of her universal worship; disseminates information
about the repressed “sacred feminine”; empowers women to own
their power and to bring out their inner goddess; and trains women
to be sacred leaders—shamans, priests, and seers
16° The Master of the 6th Ray Occult Mystery School, responsible
for teaching, guiding, and initiating those who are undergoing the
first five Occult Initiations on this Ray
Occult Chohan – Responsible for translating the Soul Spark on the
6th Ray from the Lower Subtle to the Middle Subtle; oversees
development of the Soul Spark on this Ray through the entire
Middle Subtle; guardian of the thought forms of the Tibetan and
Indonesian Civilizations (Subtle Self Subplane); supervisor of
progress through the Lower Astral Plane on the 6th Ray and
preparation to take initiation in the Occult Mystery School of that
Ray
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7th Ray
2°
Responsible for popularizing and systemizing occult
teachings for those previously unexposed to these teachings;
disseminating literature, books, videos, and movies on Occult
teachings; concretizing the work of the Order of the Golden Dawn
and training and empowering a series of emissaries to spread
these teachings; removing the stigma, superstition, and
misinformation about occult studies; training others in the
divinatory arts
5°
Advocates for the free use of intoxicants; provides for the
dissemination of intoxicants for those who desire them through
legal or illegal distribution networks; protects the right for
individuals to alter their consciousness; promotes the study and
development of new intoxicating and mind-altering substances;
and stands up for the use of hallucinogens in indigenous groups to
permit them to commune with the spirits and gods they worship
7°
Provides for an underground economy for stolen goods;
oversees the establishment of pawn shops and alternate
institutions of finance for those excluded from the regular system
of banking; promotes the honor of thieves; encourages the seizure
of needed or desired goods held under the false premise of private
property; instills courage and bravery among pirates, gangs, and
thugs
10° Disseminates the teachings and principles of communism;
inspires the people to seize power through revolution, to
collectively share in the wealth and resources of the nation, and to
work together to advance the progress of the nation
13° Guides select individuals in the art of totalitarian and
dictatorial power, and establishes them as ruthless leaders over
their people; instructs them in the means of maintaining power,
and eliminating their political adversaries and those who oppose
their rule; trains them in the arts of intimidation and maintaining
loyal obedience of the military and key advisors
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16° The Master of the 7th Ray Occult Mystery School, responsible
for teaching, guiding, and initiating those who are undergoing the
first five Occult Initiations on this Ray
Occult Chohan – Responsible for translating the Soul Spark on the
7th Ray from the Lower Subtle to the Middle Subtle; oversees
development of the Soul Spark on this Ray through the entire
Middle Subtle; guardian of the thought forms of the East Indian
Civilization (Subtle Physical Subplane); supervisor of progress
through the Lower Astral Plane on the 7th Ray and preparation to
take initiation in the Occult Mystery School of that Ray
Occult Maha Chohan – Coordinates the activities of Occult Chohans
and the Occult Adepts; seeds the Plenum to create the conditions
for the next step of the Subtle Realm evolution; supervises the
preparation of new Occult Adepts to oversee the emerging
“projects” of that new Subplane of the Subtle Realm that is
beginning to emerge
Occult Kumara I – Supervises the transmutation of karma for the
Middle Subtle Realm, up to the gateway to the Lower Astral
Occult Kumara II – Supervises the transmutation of karma for the
Lower Astral Plane, up to the entrance of the Occult Mystery School
Occult Kumara III – Supervises the transmutation of karma in the
Occult Mystery Schools
Magister Mundi (Occult World Teacher) – Supervises the evolution
of Soul Sparks in the Middle Subtle Realm, the Lower Astral Planes,
and the Occult Mystery Schools; responsible for the preparation
and empowerment of the Occult Adepts and assignment of their
“projects”; oversees the tracking of Soul Sparks upon the track of
Liberation, Occult Mastery, and descent into the Lower Worlds
The God of Matter (Lucifer) – The Demiurgos that directs the Occult
Hierarchy and establishes the challenges for Soul Sparks to gain
courage, mastery, and wisdom in the Middle Subtle Realm, Lower
Astral Plane, and the Occult Mystery Schools.
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Since the Occult Adepts are not going anywhere, it appears that our
attempts to eradicate evil from the world will never be accomplished—
for even though we kill or imprison thousands of those who do evil,
many more are raised up in every generation to quickly replace them. It
should rather be our task to assist the Soul Sparks to escape from the
snares of these Subtle Realms by placing them on the Liberation track,
purifying their spiritual vehicles, and inspiring them to stop participating
in activities or projects of the Lower Astral and Occult arenas.

The Seven Manipulations of the Lower Astral
People are caught up in the fascination of the Lower Astral Plane
through seven major strategies. Aspirants and disciples, who wish to
avoid becoming unwitting agents of evil, must eliminate these from their
behavior and thinking.
1. Intimidation or threat
2. Seduction or temptation
3. Disseminating false information and controlling what can be known
4. Creating a aura of coolness or hipness for indulging in crime,
taking drugs, engaging in sexual acts, or taking advantage of the
powerless
5. Breaking down the ego through torture and using brainwashing to
control the mind and behavior of others
6. Deifying or glorifying celebrities, sports heroes, rock musicians,
criminals, warlords, and political leaders; creating cults of
personality around these individuals
7. Using hypnosis and magic to control others’ behavior and thinking
through their unconscious mind.
These are the forces that control multitudes. You must become aware
of these manipulations and free yourself from them.
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Thank you for attending our webinar today!
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